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Business school

The academics who
study the secrets of work
Five leading business school professors
nominate peers with the most original
research

Sally Maitlis, professor of organisational behaviour and leadership at Saïd Business
School, University of Oxford © Sam Frost

MAY 25, 2017 by: Emma Jacobs

From technology to the gig economy to big data, business
school academics study the forces that will shape our
working lives. We asked five leading business school
professors who specialise in researching the world of work
to nominate the academic peers with the most innovative
and original research into our professional futures.

Name: Amy Wrzesniewski, professor of
organisational behaviour at Yale School of
ManagementNominates: JR Keller at Cornell

Professor Keller, says Prof Wrzesniewski, takes a “helpful
HR approach to understanding and predicting where
employment systems are going, and how it will affect what
we understand about work”.

https://www.ft.com/topics/themes/business-school
https://www.ft.com/work-careers/emma-jacobs
https://www.ilr.cornell.edu/people/jr-keller
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After leaving university, Prof Keller worked as a financial
analyst at Johnson & Johnson. At the end of his two-year
financial leadership development programme, he noticed
that half the cohort had dropped out — a stark lesson in
how wasteful bad hiring decisions could be.

After a PhD in management from Wharton School of
Business, his research focused on how companies balance
internal and external hiring to maintain the talent pipeline.

His latest research examines how companies manage the
rejection process of internal applicants, and how to turn
that rejection into a career development process. “No one
gives anyone feedback on how to manage internal
recruitment and development,” he says.

Prof Keller is concerned about how companies outsource
work, driven by the new technology. “This matters for
stability, buying a house, settling children in schools,” he
says. Uber is a “juggernaut”, but the ride-sharing app gets
too much attention. There are alternatives that give people
a chance to advertise, develop skills and set their own rates,
such as Upwork.

While universities, business schools and think-tanks
provide valuable research into work, Prof Keller says tech
companies also offer insight.

Two trends strike him as particularly influential. One,
exemplified by Google, is using data to improve how people
are managed. The other is a different approach taken by
LinkedIn: the “tour of duty” concept.

The idea is that employers should help employees to
think about distinct assignments between two and four
years — the “tour of duty” — which will enhance their skills
and advance their careers.

JR Keller, assistant professor of Human Resource Studies at Cornell University

Name: Gianpiero Petriglieri, Insead associate
professor of organisational behaviourNominates: Sally
Maitlis, Oxford Saïd professor of organisational
behaviour and leadership

http://www.sbs.ox.ac.uk/community/people/sally-maitlis
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“Her research spans topics of great significance: how we
face and overcome trauma that alters the arc of our
professional lives; how we find, lose and recover meaning
at work; how we manage the pressures of caring for what
we do,” says Prof Petriglieri.

Prof Maitlis has studied musicians and dancers who have
had a career-ending injury. “It affects their identity,” she
says. Initially, many will be in denial, spending great time
and expense trying to get better until there comes a point
when they concede they must give up.

Many stay away from music, dance and their former
colleagues because they find it too painful. Some eventually
build new and meaningful careers in different domains. For
example, a former dancer became a maths teacher, another
ran a chain of health spas.

Prof Maitlis also studies “sensemaking” — the process
through which employees make sense of events that violate
expectations. For example, injured dancers are forced to
make sense of their futures, as injury violates everything
they have been working for.

“The new acts they craft are the result of months and
years of sensemaking about who they can be in the face of
this major loss or identity crisis,” she says. Others stay
mired in rumination, and their sensemaking focuses on
how they might regain their former lives.

Nicole Stephens, associate professor of management and organisations at Kellogg
School of Management

Name: Adam Grant, Saul P Steinberg professor of
management at WhartonNominates: Nicole Stephens,
associate professor of management and organisations at
Kellogg School of Management

Much of Prof Stephens’ work has focused on the impact
of students’ social background at universities, but more
recently she has turned her attention to workplaces.

“MBA students from working-class backgrounds lack
social capital,” she says. “They don’t know the rules of the
game. We often assume that having a college degree is the

http://www.kellogg.northwestern.edu/faculty/directory/stephens_nicole.aspx
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route to being middle class and leaving a working-class
background.”

Such students can feel alienated at business school, and
risks can be high. “If it doesn’t work out then they don’t
have [family money] to fall back on.”

She notes that socio-economic diversity has not formed
part of workplace discussion to the same extent as ethnicity
and gender — although that may change owing to emerging
political attention on the white working class.

School and university is often considered a route to
upward mobility, but workplaces can be, too, she says. One
“intervention” strategy is to ask a panel of successful peers
and alumni to describe how their backgrounds shaped their
experience; how it challenged people and how they
overcame it.

Jerry Davis, the Gilbert and Ruth Whitaker professor of business administration at the
University of Michigan’s Ross School of Business

Name: Insead’s Herminia Ibarra, visiting professor
of organisational behaviour at London Business
SchoolNominates: Jerry Davis, the Gilbert and Ruth
Whitaker professor of business administration at the Ross
School of Business

Prof Davis came into the area of work “from top down”.
He was looking into shareholder value, observed a trend of
what he describes as “Nike-fication” — “whereby everything
gets contracted out”. He concluded that the old model of
public corporations was on its way out.

In 2016, he published a book, The Vanishing American
Corporation: Navigating the Hazards of a New Economy.
New companies no longer employed great numbers of
people. “I came at it with the perspective of what
shareholders want seems to be to get rid of employees.”

The old-fashioned corporate model, he noted, had a
broader social function — providing career ladders and
stability. “One of the side effects of having giant companies
had been that it was a way for people to move up the
hierarchy. That is disappearing — it doesn’t happen for
Uber drivers.”

http://herminiaibarra.com/
https://michiganross.umich.edu/faculty-research/faculty/jerry-davis
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He sees two potential futures. The bright future was one
outlined by John Maynard Keynes in the 1930s, whereby
hours worked reduce and people have time for their
grandchildren, poetry and leisure.

The gloomier future is all too plausible, he says.
Increasing numbers of companies will follow the Uber
model.

He paints a picture of a large retailer, such as Walmart,
asking workers to pay for their own training; algorithms
would rate their performance and if they do well they can
qualify to bid to work the best shifts.

Matthew Bidwell, associate professor of management at Wharton

Name: Stewart Friedman, practice professor of
management at Wharton Nominates: Matthew
Bidwell, associate professor of management at Wharton

Work and employment relations is at the heart of socio-
economic questions, according to Prof Bidwell. “It does
play into debates about inequality, why a lot of work isn’t
valued in the way it was,” he says.

There is a bifurcation in work, he says. On the one hand,
there is the growth in the gig economy with companies
looking to outsource jobs. On the other, organisations want
to keep employees. “It’s expensive to hire people.”

His research has revealed that employers are nervous
about trusting new hires with increased responsibility. “It’s
too big a risk to take someone you don’t know.

“The downside is you are paying more for an employee
doing a lateral move.” He has found that it can take
external hires up to three years before they are up to speed.

For a worker, the risk is that moving companies hurts
their prospects. “People that get promoted into a job within
a firm get better performance reviews.”

Print a single copy of this article for personal use. Contact us if you wish to
print more to distribute to others. © The  Financial Times Ltd.

https://mgmt.wharton.upenn.edu/profile/mbidwell/
https://www.ft.com/topics/themes/Gig_Economy
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